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hi, i think you are right. version cue works fine here. what does not work is the module not present warning, which you can see as a dialog box when opening any image, or image from bridge. that dialog appears every time. i am using mac os x 10.6.8, version cue
3.0.0 any ideas? thanks, mike version cue works great on my computer - not on everyone's. i'd like to see the bridge updated to version cue - version 3.0.0 fixed the bridge issues i was having on version cue i use version cue 3.0 on windows 7 32-bit. bridge is on

2.5.2. thanks, jim i have a cs3 on a mac 10.6.3 and i'm using the adobe version cue plugin for finder. i have a folder called "adobe" in the sidebar. i have all of my cs3 folders under it. when i click on a folder in "adobe", it opens in the finder window. i can't figure out
how to close it. anyone know? i'm using cs3 on a mac 10.6.3 and i'm using the adobe version cue plugin for finder. i have a folder called "adobe" in the sidebar. i have all my cs3 folders under it. when i click on a folder in "adobe", it opens in the finder window. i can't

figure out how to close it. anyone know how? i have a question about my adobe version cue application. i just installed it on my mac and i'm having a bit of trouble getting it to work. it shows up in the sidebar, but when i click on it, nothing happens. i'm using cs3.
any ideas? a vulnerability exists that could permit a local malicious user to obtain root privileges on the target system. the scripts used to start and stop adobe version cue are configured with set user id (setuid) root user privileges and do not validate the path

names. a local user can create specially crafted scripts and modify the current path to point to the directory containing those scripts. when adobe version cue is started or stopped, the scripts will run with root user privileges.
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adobe bridge (the new file browser that came with cs2) is a hoot. press ctrl-k to select a file, then find the preview settings for that document or image file in the bridge preferences dialog box, which opens. you can quickly select thumbnail sizes,
and preview thumbnails of single pages, single spreads, or (if you have that option turned on) for all of the pages or spreads in the document. you can even choose to preview a document or image only as a preview and not load it into bridge at all.

color rendering is the best i have seen; you can change the colors on a page or page spread and see how your settings affect the color display. the bridge preferences dialog box also allows you to specify file handling options for all files (and you can
also go into the zip file properties to do so). preview options are also available in the id toolsand the new cs3 indesign program, cs3 runs the previews of all files in the current document, and also lets you preview for all pages or spreads in a

document or for all of the pages or spreads in a template. you can set options for how indesign deals with links (how it opens a file), how it deals with pdfs (how it displays text, graphics, etc.), how it deals with the file or template as a whole, how to
preview the fonts available, and how fonts are represented in a document. the new indesign also has great preferences and workflow tools. a button on the file or arrange panel of the indesign toolbar lets you show thumbnails of the current

document to help you move around pages or spreads. you can also preview a page or spread or the entire document in various ways. you can open a document on the fly for previewing. you can set a document to open as a pdf, as a photoshop
preview, as a psd preview, as a flattened pdf, as a flattened psd, as a single page pdf, or as a single page psd. previews work for various task selection and workflow tools, such as smart guides. 5ec8ef588b
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